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BATTERIES ARE THE YOUNG MEN GROWING

ARE MAKING
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County Records Show Number of Marriage Licenses Issued Last
Year Was Twenty-Fiv- e
Less Than in 1910 Visits of the Stork
Were Not Less Frequent, However, 171 Children
Having Been Born in Each ot Past Two Years
Number of Deaths Increased Slight-
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"ACTOR PROOF"
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A report from Arkansas City would
Indicate that the Santa. Fe has pur-
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"CHECKERS" IS AN

TOO BASHFUL TO PROPOSE?
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ELECTRICAL CONTRIVANCE
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CONTINUES ALL THIS WEEK
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UNDERMUS-UN-

60c

special

MANAGEMENT HAS PROVIDED EXCELLENT CAST.

AT LOWEST PRICES

"Checkers, " a.inen'Ted for is 3m
appearance at the Duncan January 24
is spoken of by actors as an 'actor
proof" play, a way of saying that it
is so good a May that bad acting
could not spoil it. The management,
however, -- has preferred to take no
risks, and "Checkers" continues to
enlist the services of an excellent
company, as theater-rationof this
city will find out for themselves.
Cavanaugh. a promising young
actor of unusual talents, will iwrtray
the hero. Dave Uraham. contimion
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65c

special

Correctly designed, prettily trimmed and priced as good
s
never were before. This collection of
dainty princess slips,
combinations, corset covers, skirts, gowns, and drawers presents a
rare opportunity to supply your Muslinwear needs for months to
come at substantial savings that
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50c Garments at
37o
$2.00 Garments at
$1.48
65c Garments at
48c $2.50 Garments at
1.87
ioc uaruienis at
57c
$3.00 Garments at
2.19
$1.00 Garments at
73c $3.50 Garments at
2.55
$1.25 Garments at
92c
$4.00 Garments at
2.98
si.&u .Garments at
$1.12
$5.00 Garments at
3.73
$1.75 Garments at
1.29
$6.00 Garments at
4.45
under-muslin-
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chased the patent right of the fam47c
special
ly Last Twelve-Montous Brice battery that has caused
81x90 Elmdale
Sheets,
such a stir In Topeka railway circles.
52c
special
"The Santa Fe railway has bought
Mimen
the
of
San
Perhaps
stork
for
young
he
can
72x90
a
Sheet
of good qual
the patent right from the manufacgenerally
expect
turers of the new battery known as guel county were too interested in busy year. This great national bird
32'zc
Ity, special
the Brice and Hudson battery of politics during the past year to look enjoyed a good business last year. In
42x36 "Pepperell' Pillow
figuring up his delivery slips for 19H
Mansfield, Ark.
about for life companions.
14c
Cases
Perhaps he has
discovered that he made the
"For some time the Santa Fe railthey were unsuccessful in their woo same number of
45x36
E.
"K.
O."
Pillow
mothers and fathers
way has been making tests of the
Cases
W2e
new invention which it is claimed has ing. Perhaps the heavy ra'.is of the happy last ear as he did In 1910. Jusl
summer and the freezing cold of the 171 little cherubs were
In
deposited
put that of other inventors In the
Newest Unweave Fabrics
of the year interrupted San
Miguel county homes In each of
shade and which will completely cov- closing days
FINE EMBROIDERIES WERE NEVER SO LOW
36 inch Linweave
their courting. But, for whatever the two most recent twelvemonths.
Suiting of ex.
er up the Edison dry battery.
the cause, the number of marriages
Billows upon billows of dainty, beautiful, new and
ceptional quality, per yard
25C
The number of deaths throughout
"That it is going to be successful Is
solemnized in this county during the the county in the
36 inch Linweave
clean
goods away below their actual intrinsic worth. 6000
Suiting with
a foregone conclusion. It is working
past year was iust
past twelvemonth was just 25 less eight in excess of the total mortali
linen finish
35C
ffrflannnannnnnnnnWBBwIMIffllfflllrW
yards of the newest most desirable patterns just received.
TnBTTHanBr
right now, today, in the Santa Fe of- than in 1910.
36 inch Linweave
This is official. It can ties for 1910. In 1910 133
fices
2 inch to 4 inch embroidery of newest
Suiting with
Arkansas City, Kan. The tel- be
persons
designs in Swiss,
linen cambric finish, per yard
proved by an examination of the were called to their reward while in
30c Nainsook and
egraph instruments that are clicking
to
Hamburg,
per
7c
12jc
yard
license
in
marriage
office
the
Linweave
1911 141 answered the final summons.
register
Checks and Stripes,
away there are the proof of the fact of
3 inch to 8 inch Embroidery in an excellent
all new patterns, per yard
Mr. Delgado says these statistics
variety of
25c
that the new invention can deliver ate Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the probnewest
f
court
10c to 35c
patterns per yd.
Linweave Checks in new attrac
show that conditions In the county
the goods.
In 1910 256 bashful swains led the were about
14
27
in.
to
tlve
inch
effects,
in
per yard
the average during the
30c
Flouncings
"Four batteries of the Brice and
unusually attractive
same number of blushing damsels to year
Linweave Checks and Stripes
closed. The year 1910 was iBffiniilllllHIHHtillli
INhLmLc WlBMBBB
Hudson type are doing the work of
patterns
per
just
yard
35c up to $1.35
the- matrimonial altar. In 1911
in sheer, dainty effects,
priests, a banner year for marriage licenses,
132 batteries that have been
35c
Insertions
to
per
match
yard.
all
of
imp';above.
giving
Embroidery Feston
Linweave In plain effects, 40 in.
the service there. It Is said that four clergymen and justices of the peace the number issued running well above
inches to 3j inches wide at 22jc to 25c
Banding
were
called
to
231
tie
but
45
upon
ches
matrito
the average. The number of deaths
Inches wide, sheer
of these new wet cells will do the
Allover Swiss Embroidery, all new and dainty
monial knots. Thus 25 young women also was low. A
patterns,
texture, 40c to
50c
work of 600 of the ordinary
county having the
ones. who saw
per
yd. 75c to $1.25
sisters
fielr
and
cousins and population of San Miguel shows that
However, the Santa Fe is taking no
chances but is merely testing the best girl chums provided with hus- health conditions are good when as
CUT IN TWO
batteries In the local offices. They bands during 1910 and who expected few as 141 deaths are recorded. Ana
to become- mistress of a home and
f
BEST FALL and WINTER MODELS GREATLY REDUCED FOR OUR
of the number of perare not connected up as yet with the
fully
JANUARY SALE
main lines and the company will run boss of a man last year were disap- - sons who died in the county last yeai- I
But
this
is
Januai-Shoe Sale will surpass any similar sale we have given.
leap year. The were
ThlS
no risk. The sounders in the offices
people who came
Never have we offered such values or such a variety of good desirable models from which
here are said to be giving better ser- girls of this county assert they are here in the last stages of disease
to choose.
to
be
roing
married this year or (when recovery was almost
Our entire stock of women's $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00
vice than they have ever given under
shoes including Velvet Suedes
hopeless
change "steadies." If Jack or Bill or
Patent Leathers, Russia Calf and Russia Calf with Velvet high
Mr. Delgado says many of the med
the old system.
both button and Lace, choice
tops,
John
or
Ignaclo, or Jose or Antonio ical men of the county are too care"C. S. Herrington, of the Western
;
Union electrical department and F. E. doesn look out he will find himself less about returning information for
on Sunday evenings that vital statistics. The
lonesome
Smith who is the Santa Fe expert
law requires that
Ve,VetS' Suedes
and PatentOLathfr;5c0ho?cde
is, unless he begins to talk engage- every birth and
electrician Installed
every death be re
the batteries.
These four batteries take up space of ment rings and wedding bells. Mr. ported to the proper county author)
told a representative of The ties. However. Mr. Deltado .inserts
perhaps four feet altogether while the Delgado
Optic
that Leap Year has al- the doctors have been remiss in theii
today
132 that have been cut off service
Davel Braham ss "Pushv Miller,
took up space amounting to two feet ready shown its effect upon the matri duties. The deaths are nearly all re title character in
V,CT0R
"Checkers" at DunROSENWALD'S
monial
ismarket
He
has
already
wide, nine feet high and 25 long in
ported but many births are not made can opera house,
24.
January
more
sued
Janlicenses
in
marriage
known to the authorities. Mr. Delga
shelving.
.
"The service is better also. Another uary of this year than he did for the .auo says. ii. law provides a severe as has since the initial
performance
entire
1911.
first
month
of
punishment for failure to return re seven years ago, s the race track
advantage is that much labor can be
Wedding bells sound goood to the ports of births and deaths
HACHINES
saved. It takes a man several
tout, "Push" Miller. Miss Florence
rLAAA
days
ESTABLISHED 166Z
out of each 10 or 20 days to clean
Heston will be seen as "Pert "
TWO-DAout the old cells, put in the soluTRIP FOR TAFT
ous carburetting of air, is to be dis- Checker's sweetheart, in which role
1 8.
tions and wipe the glass jars. This
Washington, Jan.
President cussed by the Society of Automobile she proved charming last season. A
will all be done away with as the) Taft has arrarured to laavn thn nanifai Engineers at Its annual
meeting notable east Will Interpret the vartomorrow mornlnc frtr a wnoir-onnew Rolnf frn nofui
Jam k , . , --f
.fn. tha
HOW MANY TIMES
Liiu uDn
wwwu which opened today In the aseemblr ious other characters Vf this popular
pi
Likewise the husband and father who
NO CRANKING
NECPMidu
lasts many weeks longer and as there trlD to iNew YorB ana New Haven hall of Madison Square Garden. The drama, inWuding
Have you wished you had a good goes to his work, should have
Joseph Kllkee
To
good,
start one of our horses
are only four to fill instead of
At wew Haven he is to attend the meeting will continue over Friday George fe Merritt, Carrie Lamont, likeness of some near dear relative substantial
going and
shoes.
We
have the no gasoline Is
Pauline Eberhard and Olive Mne a portrait that was a true likeness, shoes at the
necessary to keep them
great number much time is saved.
meeting of the Yale Corporation, of and Saturday.
right prices. Call In going. Nobby, clean
Thomas.
"Both electricians pronounce the which he Is a member, and will be a
and
with every characteristic , line and a and be fitted. C. V.
Hedgcock, Doug- rigs and good horses are
at
the
annual banquet of the
battery as the greatest thing they ev- guest
HOLLAND VS. MANTELL.
what constinatural expression. In our pom si las avenue.
tutes the best livery service. Rememer saw. Its possibilities are unlimit- chamber of commerce. In New York
FREE IF IT FAILS
work we study our subject, pet the
Sacramento, Cal., Jan. 18. The
ber you can get ue at
ed. It can be used in many different the president is scheduled to attend Capital club of this
any hour of
city has arranged Your Money Back If You Are Not proper pose and light, that why out
the
a
several
day or night by calling Main 15,
functions
ways that will revolutionize nearly
work is artistic. Waterman's Portrait
Saturday evening.
Satsfied With the Medicine
promising card for its boxing show
GET THE BEST
M. L. Cooley.
every electrical invention.
We Recommend.
Studio on the Plaza.
For in- among them a meeting of the New tomorrow night. The main event of
When
you
a
for
stance it is claimed that four of these York City Bar association and a din the evening wIll bring Frank Mante'l
vou
pay
We are so positive tha.. our
thing
remedy
might as well get the best especially
and Fritz Holland together for a 20 will permanently relieve
batterfies will furnish lighting for a ner of the Society of the Genesee.
constipation,
SCHOOL SHOES
when it costs no more. The work
round contest. The bout will be the no matter how lironic it may be,
large store building. The cost of
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
The kind that wear and withstand done by the Las
in
first
which
Vegas Steam Laundry Take
we
that
to
Holland has engaged
offer
operating the batteries will amount
furnish the medicine the hard service
SOUTH DAKOTA EDITORS
LAXATIVE
BROMO
given them by vig- is the best in the city. This has been
since he lost to "Knockout" Brown at our expense should it fail to
Quinine
to several cents a week at the most.
pro- orous boys and
Yankton, S. D. Jan. 18. Newspa- some
is the kind to proved through many years of service. Tablets. Druggists refund
girls,
The inventor claims that there is no per editors and
weeks
duce
If
ago.
money
results.
satisfactory
of
South
publishers
Children who go to school The Las
buy.
Vegas Steam Laundry, Doug It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S Ute- It is worse than useless to
doubt about this. However, the Santa Dakota
attempt should have good, substantial shoes las avenue.
gathered here in force today
to cure constipation with cathartic
Fe has not yet tested the batteries for the
SELI
naiure is on eacu box. 25c
WEDDING
meeting of the
as a light producer.
New York, Jan. 18. The first r.,.r. drugs.
Laxative or cathartics
do
State Press association.
The busi
"It is estimated that, four of these ness sessions will contfnue three
able wedding of the new year in New mucn uarui. fney cause a reaction,
days
batteries will run an automobile and and wilj
rork society was celehmti in th. irritate and weaken the bowels and
with
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-that a whole interurban system can features of entertainment.
uiouame SL Thomas' ohnrrh t.hu tend to make constipation
mor
Len V.
be operated with a sufficient number
afternoon,
when Miss Beatrice FlaggJ chronic.
Besides, their use becomes
s
of
th
of
DolfWid,
Ppjty,
presiding
of batteries. Whether all this can be ficer.
juiRW or Mrs, John Turner Atter-W- a habit that is uingerous.
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Constipation is caused by a weakbecame the bride of Oliver K.
proved.
However, this much is certain, four
TO DISCUSS AUTO BUILDING.
Iselin, a son of Mr. and Mr. William ness of the nerves and muscles of be
hatteries are now doing the work at
E. Iselin. The Rev. Dr.
or descending colon.
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Stlres, rector large intestine
the Santa Fe offices that it has hereTo
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St.
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expect
permanent relief you must
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point of the motor car, from multofore taken 132 cells of the
therefdre tone Up and
ordinary tiple disk clutches to the homogen- - Dr. William G. Thayer of
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kind to do.
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The new battery is a small insie- healthier activity.
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fact that it possesses great electrical HOW
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of the program
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poured into the Her Health
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PANAMA
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WIDE

GO ET HALS

JUSTIFIES

OPEN
POLICY
SERVED IN PANAMA.

RACE

An-CO-

Louisiana, Mo. : "I think a woman
naturally dislikes to make her troubles
known to the public,

OB-

but complete

restor-

Washington, Jan. 18 The fact that
ation tohealth means
so much to me that
the sale of liquor in the Canal Zone
I cannot keep from
is permitted by Colonel George W.
telling mine for the
Goethals, engineer in charge of the
sake of other suffer-ip- g
work, and is upheld by him as being
women.
necessary for the contentment" ol
had been sick
"I
the laborers has shocked some memabout twelve years,
bers of the house committee on inand had eleven doctors. I had dragterstate and foreign commerce who
ging down pains,
hail from "dry" states and have just
at monthly periods, bilious spells,
returned from a trip of inspection to pains
and was getting worse all the time. I
Panama.
would hardly get over one spell when I
There are now four distilleries and would be sick again. No tongue can tell
47 saloons in the Canal Zone; last what I suffered from cramps, and at
times I could hardly walk. The doctors
year there were 59 saloons. An oraid I might die at one of those times,
would
der from the chief engineer
but I took Lydia E. Pinkham's VegetaWipe them out at once, but he refuses ble
Compound and got better right away.
to issue that order. He believes in Your valuable medicine is worth more
an army canteen and useB the same than mountains of gold to suffering woargument in support of the sale of men." Mrs. Bertha Muff, 503 N. 4th
liquor under strict regulation on the Street, Louisiana, Mo.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comterritory under American supervision pound,
made from nativeroots and herbs,
Leonwas
General
advanced
that
uy
contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
ard Wood, chief of staff, in favor and
holds the record of being the
of the army most successful remedy for female ills we
of the
know of, and thousands of voluntary
canteen.
testimonials on file in the Pinkham
Liquor is sold in the cities under
laboratory at Lynn, Mass., seem to prove
of
the jurisdiction of the Republic
this fact
Panama, and the army engineers in
If you want special advice write to
charge of the work in the Canal Zone Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. (confi
say that thousands of the workmen dcntial) Lynn, Mass. Your letter
are accustomed to liquor and could be opened, read and answered !
not be kept at work if deprived f woman and held in strict conil 6
it. Taxes on distilled liquors are the
same under the act of the Republi? which
liquor had been sold before as
of Panama and the executive order
they took out licenses for."
the Zone.
is mounted in a circlet of big pearls governing
Although the sale of liquor is not
a&d little rhlne stones, and a strand
of these, with the stones alternating, permitted on any other government
are mounted along the rib of the reservation, in any soldiers' home or
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
in any army post, liquor is being sold
plume.
The beautiful and graceful paradise to and consumed by the army In the
shows the stem in a jeweled cabo-cho-n Canal Zone.
and many tiny
spangMay Irwin has bought a play tal'ed
Governor Thatcher, head of the de- "Her
les scattered over the flues.
Waterloo."
Besides feathers, tiny ribbon roses partment of civil government In the
Floience
Rockwell will be seen in
are favored of fashion, and between Zone, said in his statement before
"I a revival of "A Fool of Fortune."
the two, with the addition of Jeweled the congressional committee:
"The Nest Egg" is to be used by
bauds, the choice covers the field and would be glad to have the distilleries
everyone may be suited from debu-tan- go now; they are no source of reve- the Belasco company in Los Angeles.
to dowager.
nue and cause a good 'deal of
Harry Macdonough has taken the
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
trouble."
place of Charles Bigelow in "The
He was asked by Representative Kiss Waltz."
Charles Hawtrey has revived "A
STYLES FOR THE BRUNETTE Stevens why the distilleries were not
closed if they were a source of dis- Messengjer From Mars" in London
with great success.
Vivid Colorings, So Popular Just Now. turbance.
Need Dark Beauty to Set
FTod De Qrea&c and
B.
"1 did not mean that," Governor
Harry
Them Off.
Thatcher hastily added. "I meant so Smith have written a new musical
held in far as the collection of taxes and su comedy for Sam oernard.
At n rficent stvle show
conTaylor Granville is the author and
the
patronage of a pervision and administration was
Washington under
Hold-Up- "
a suc
committee of society women the liv- cerned the distilleries have caused producer of "The
ing models chosen were girls with more trouble than they are worth," cessful vaudeville skit.
Fritzi Scheff is rehearsing for an
brown hair and brown eyes. No matAsked if he thought it desirable for
ter how beautiful a girl of the blonde liquor to be manufactured in, the early production of "Die Fledermaus"
type might be, she did not have a Zone he said "No."
which she will call "The Bat."
chance of being chosen for the show.
elA play by Rudolph Besier, founded
Colonel
at
the
Goethals,
sitting
The blonde girl is not admired this bow
of the witness, remarked with on H. G. Wells' novel, "Kipps," is
the
out
not
does
she
bring
season, for
scheduled for production in London
considerable emphasis:
good points of the new "creations"
"They are not a disturbance; they this season.
and "dreams" launched by the Paris
Rosaline Coghlan, daughter of Rose
are a source of contentment.
Our
dressmakers for the winter season.
Polret, the most daring of the Paris laborers here are ail human, and our Coghlan, is to appear In "The Obstln
dress artists, still clings to the orien- court records show that cases of dis ate Miss Granger," a playlet by Ed
tal in his latest models. He has finalorderly conduct are greater in prohi gar Allen Wolff.
ly acknowledged his "jupe pantalon" bition towns than in
Benjamin Chapln, who made himopen towns In
or Turkish trouser skirt to be a failself
famous by appearing in a play
Zone.
testified
the
Colonel
vivid
Gorgas
wonderful
colorings
ure, but the
of the orient still hold his attention as to the habit of certain of our on Abraham Lincoln, is now lecturand in some of his startling new after- workmen of feeding rum to infants ing on Lincoln in the western states.
Mabel Taliferro .s to return to the
noon and evening frocks he has com- from a bottle and having rum before
bined vivid reds, blues and greens
meals. Our workmen have got to stage under the management of Klawj
color schemes which would be lurid have their
liquor, and if we do not & Erlanger in a new comedy which
and terrible except when combined sell
to
them
it
they are going to get bears the title "The Penny Philanwith the master hand of a Polret and
In
towns where liquor thropist"
it
elsewhere.
the
of
woman
type.
right
worn by a
A new play entitled "The Signed
The fair beauty of a blonde model is not sold they get
by the bottle-ful- ,
and they stand by that bottle un- Woman," by a Belgian playwright,
is eclipsed when she dons one of these
frocks with its vivid color notes She til it is gone; then there is trouble. M. Kistemaeker, has scored a hit in
Is not the woman to set It off to best In towns where they sell liquor there Paris. The theme of tne play is hypaladvantage, so an olive skinned,
is nothing but the bar; no tables nor notic fascination.
mond eyed beauty is chosen in her
Paul Dickey wrote "The Come-Back-,"
be no chairs. A man stands up and takes
place. It is said there will
and he is said to have based
nome.
drink
and
There
nis
at
goes
any
models
employed
haired
flaxen
in
it
held
this
no
upon
inducement
toward
shows
personal experience of hazconvwlality,
of the big style
country or Paris. Only the languor- so the tendency is for temperance in ing when he was a freshman in the
ous beauties who suggest the mystery the open towns. In the Zone we ex- University of Michigan.
of the orient are in demana.
Wilton Lackaye's stock company
ercise supervision over the character
of the liquor sold; If It is not good in New Yorw will shortly produce a
Desirable Millinery Fur.
we close the saloon. So vje have the play called "The Right to HappinTouches of fur are the rule on tie advantage of offering our men who ess." Adelaide Kelm has been eswinter models, says the Drygoods do drink good liquor."
pecially engaged for the leading part.
Economist. Ermine is a strong favorwith Nora
distilan
order
the
Under
executive
Among
theplayers
s
and
beaver
millinery
ite In high-clasIn "A MuNorworth
and
Zone
leries
Jack
Canal
in
the
Bayes
operating
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close-fittinto the tax assessed by Panama. There Chadwick, David Stamper, Albert Anencircling the crown. Small,
derson and Hubert Carlton.
bonnets and turbans are shown are four distilleries.
furs with long or
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as well as ermine and
ter of Queen Victoria and aunt ot
is used in large quantities for trim- the ward of a joint commission.
"When we came here," Colonel King George.
ming purposes.
Charles Frohman will have new
Goethals said, "there were certain lonext season by Alfred Su-trcomedies
in
calities
was
Frocks.
the
Zone
where
liquor
Quaint Dancing
Sir Arthur Ptnero, W. Somerset
other localities
On some of the little dancing frocks sold and certain
of chiffon or net made for the after- where it was not sold. We never ex- Maugham, Augustus Thomas and Hunoon dancing classes of the very much tended the sale of liquor to towns bert Henry Davies. The natural bent
younger set wool embroidery is very where liquor had not been sold, and of nearly all these men Is to comedy.
much in evidence, and until one has we
Maude Adams will play nothing but
attempted to limit the number of
seen a dress of this description It is
in other towns. As a result "Chanticleer" this season, which will
licenses
how
effective
the
realize
to
just
hard
we created a monopoly or trust In run until the- middle of July. After
popular worsted trimming may be.
Some of the gowns have bands of wool the liquor business. There was con- her engagement in (San Francisco
flower work about the bottom of the siderable criticism and talk, and we she wni appear in the cities of the
skirt and on the girdle, and a frock concluded to give licenses to every- northwest, ending her tour In Spoof white chiffon had a blue tunic effect body who would establish a fair repu- kane. Her next New York engagebordered with worsted flowers resem tation and
let them open as many sa- ment will be in November of this
bllng roses and
loon
within a certain district In year.
j

:

to-d-

milady takes it upon her
forth in glittering array,
the opera or a receptipn,
she must give great attention
to the decoration of her coiffure. This
will not be difficult this season, because fashion has taken to herself all
the beautiful features, which have
heretofore figured In millinery, to be
used in adorning the splendid coiffure.
These features, beautiful in themselves, she has seen fit to embellish
with mock jewels. The lovely peacock feather is shown with eye partially outlined with emeralds and
rhine stones. The soft ostrich plume
DRESS FOR YOUNG GIRL

This design is for a girl of 10 to 12
fears, and may be carried out in any
thin woolen material; our model is in
pastel blue cashmere.
bodice Is cut low
The
nd square in the neck, a piece of
fancy galloon being carried across the
edge both front and back; wide pieces
of material are carried over the shoul-flerthey are edged with the trimming, and the ends are gathered in
the band at top of spirt; the panel
In front of skirt is carried up over
bodice both front and b;ick In a deep
point, it is trimmed below the point
with buttons; the trimming is carried
across sides between the panels at
short-walste-

d

s,

un-fl-

top of hem.

Materials required: 3 yards 44
Inches wide, about 4 yards trimming.
Tulle Theater Cap.
Fur and tulle is one of the inconsistencies of the smart autumn millinery. The charm of such a combination is nowhere more evident than
in the quaint little theater cap seen
In the best shops. These are of the
most vivid shades of tulle burning
red, flashing green, brilliant blue,
flaming orange, bright cerise, with
tone along
wis,ps of fur of a darker
the edges A cap of deepest orange
tulle was bordered with mink and had
a huge pillow muff of the tulle and
mink to correspond. Cerise tulle is
striking with seal, and the deeper
reds with ermine. Bright blue and
moleskin is also a favorite

dew-dro-

p
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Oh, How I Itched!

FOR BIG AUTO

Wants Other Women to Know
How She Was Finally
Restored to Health.

CANAL

WHEN

ENTRIES

lieved highly probable
new foreign cars and

r.orve-raekin-

AT

6

that

several
drivers will
make their American debut In this
classic event
c
Whit Ion;:
day of con- The entry list so far for the race tant torture what alMpUaa
nights of
ncn
ncn
lien, conshows that four American oars have stant Itch,usuny
until it seemed that
I must
off my very skin then
been entered against three foreign Uar
Instant relief my skin cooled, soothed
machines. All of the foreign cars are and healed:
The very first drops of D.D.D. Preprivately owned, He Palma'a mount scription for Eczema stopped that awful
Itch
yes. the very moment
being the property of E. J. Schraoeder D.D.D.Instantly:
touched the burning skin the torA
ture
ceased.
25c bottle proves lt
Matson's
Flat
New
of
York,
being
D.D.D. has been known for years
as
ANOTHER MERCEDES IS ADDED owned by T. E. Hewlett of Los
the only absolutely reliable eczema
for
It
washes
the
remeily.
away
disease,
Ills
elee, and Wlshart's Miercjede
TO LIST OF CARS TO
germs and leaves the skin as clear and
This leads healthy as that of a child.
own personal property.
PETE IN INDIANAPOLIS
All other
have D.D.D. Prethe racing enthusiasts In the country scription godruggists
to them lt you can't coma
to us but don't accept some big profit
'to believe that motor car racing is substitute.
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 18. Seven becoming more of a sporting proposl-cntrie- s
But If you come to our store, wo are
so certain of what D.D.D. will do for
have been reecived for the jtton
ever before, and eventually that wc offer you a full size bottle you
on
e
second annual
international lt may become a competition entered this guarantee: If you do not find that
takes away the Itch AT ONCE, it
it
sweepstakes race next Memorial Day ori,v hv OJirs OVTeA nrivatelv without costs you not a cent.
K. D. GOODALL
at the Speedway; tho seventh entry affiliation with factories or dealers.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
lteing that of Spencer E. Wishart o'
Port Chester, New York, the vealthy
THE STOCKING SYSTEM
young sportsman who drives MercedAre you using the stocking system
T
es racing cars.
or the bed mattress In saving money?
Wlshart's entry names the same car Why not deposit your money where
WHAT IS GASOLINE?
which the easterner drove in the lafcl it will earn interest? This bank pro- race, finishing fourth. The vides absolute safety to funds enboie of the cylinder 1b 5.1 inches and trusted to our care, and pays four
What is gasoline:
the piston stroke is 7.1, giving a pis- - per cent interest annually on certift- Commercially speaking, it is the
The same courtesy
ton displacement of 583 cubic inches, cates of deposit.
colorless fluid
reasonably
limpid,
which is 17 cubic Inches below the lis accorded to the small as well as
thinned and lightly sprinkcarefully
limit of the race. W'ehart's car Is al- large depositors. First National Bank. led with tiny splinters these latter
most a duplicate of the Mercedes enbeing provided to clog your carbureYOU CAN CARRY A GUN
tered by Ralph De Palma. Both of
tor for which the proprietor of the
fob.
Is
our
watch
If
it
attractive
these cars made a wonderful showing
garage charges you from 15
wayside
at Savannah in the recent Vander-bll- t It Is admired by young and old sedate to 40 cents per gallon, according to
in
wear
it
and Grmid prize races; Wishart and otherwise; children
the advertised price of your car and
conceivable manner; youths on
finishing tlrd in the Vanderbllt. every
the presence or absence of a chauf
on
belts
the
while Do
alma finished second In their coat lapels, boys
feur on your list of accessories. Orthe Vanderbllt and third In the Grand supporting their little kilts or suits. dinarily, gasoline is found surround
Young girls and maidens, In fact,, all ed
prize.
by "No Smoking" signs, the in
classes really become enthusiastic ference
At this time last year there had
being that that a lighted
when they see this fob and immedibeen- but four entries made to the
cigar is dangerous in its vicinity; al
our
to
a
See
want
gun.
carry
ately
first
though many hold that the article
race, so the prospects window
display at the 5, 10 and 25
encountered today might
for the second one seem even better
frequently
cent store.
be used with the utmost success as
than those of 1911. The other five
the sousing factor for a fire
entries to the race consist of two
GREAT WHITE WAY
Stutz care, entered by the Ideal MoWhen you put up an electric sign at
In nature, we find gasoline to exist
tor Car company of Indianapolis; a
your place of business you will have in
petroleum, an indolent, oleaginous
Fiat entered by E. E. Hewlett of Los done something for yourself as well
which went to the bowels of
juice
Angeles, Calif., with Joe Matson nam- as
your city, for an electric sign Is the the earth to hide from the eye of
ed to drive; and two Case cars en modern
great white way of advertis man, and was
dragged out and put to
tered by the J. I. Case Threshing Ma
ing. Keeps your name constantly be work. And, in this
connection, some
chine company of Racine, Wisconsin. fore the
eyes of the purchasing pub day or other, when gasoline comes
Joe Jagersberger and Louis Dlsbrow lie and
helps to make Las Vegas look
have been nominated as the pilots of like a wideawake city. Las Vegas into Its full recognition, a leained
savant is going to get up a mighty
the two Case entries.
Light and Power company.
interesting little monograph which
The fact that such famous drivers
will
throw a new light on tlie true
A MATTER OF TASTE
have been entered early In the year,
cause of earthquakes and place the
in
like
Some people
preference
and that all the cars so far named
Rye
blame where it belongs.
are among the foremost racing ma- to Bourbon or blend whiskeys, and
to
Chemically, one distills gasoline
want
we
where
is
you
chines in the world, makes lt seem right here
from
has
petroleum. A little natural gas
It
our
Sherwood
Rye.
next
sample
field
starters
of
certain that the
out at first; then a little fracfizzles
that
flavor
May will have even more class tha that smooth, delightful
tion
of rhigolene. Rhigolene, by the
full
characterizes
whiskey,
perfect
from
the bunch that took the word
quart bottled In bond. All the stand way, is an anaesthetic, and in its
Starter Wagner last year.
ard whiskeys, brandies, wines and presence here de find another ex
Owing to the fact that there have
C. T. Far aple of nature's wonderfully beautibeen so many early requests lor seats liquors at the Opera Bar.
ful working; being about to endow us
ley,
Prop.
and parking space reservations for
with, gasoline and all that it emails,
the next race, the Speedway mana perfectly reliable pain-killSOMETHING DELICIOUS
Is flist
on
Janseat
sale
agement opens the
about provided, to be tucked away convenidelicious
Is
There
something
uary 15. From that time on seats the taste of
good lamb. The Las ently and used when needed.
The
may be obtained for the next MemoMercantile company has plenty rhigolene worked off, gasoline boils
Vegas
rial Day event either in person or by of
extra fine, fancy alfalfa fed lambs its way into existence. There are
mail. Indianapolis hotels have been
are being sold over the block. several varieties, plain and t'ancj?,
which
besieged with reservation requests ala
leg or shoulder of lamb to- light and heavy, each with its uses.
Try
ready and are booking thejr room? day. It will make a delicious din- The last of the lot to come Is
a
for visitors next Hay. The Speedway
ner and the meat is good when "stove" gasoline, and even this lives
has arranged to provide 4,000 rooms served cold.
up to its honored surname, as a
in private homes in addition to the
source of action and entertainment.
hotel accommodations, so that a
CEMENT FLOORS
Handled by an absent-mindeperson,
crowd of 150,000 persons may be oarThe stables of the Ideal Sanitary in
the improper way, a gasolii:!
just
ed for easily.
dairy are equipped with cement floors stove will furnish more real motion
One of the interesting features in which makes it an easy matter to and
diversion than any other one
e
race keep them perfectly clean. The milk
connection with the next
thing under the sun. With the load
Is that the foreign
manufacturers Is handled In bright, airy rooms amid of
gasoline removed, a pang of
have taken a greater Interest than clean surroundings. If you are not shame comes to
petroleum; it setever before and many requests for patronizing the Ideal you do not tles down
contentedly to give forth
particulars have been received from know wthat the purest and sweetest kerosene for our amps, vaseline for
European motor car makers. It io be-- of milk is.
our burns, paraffin for our jelly jars,
and it gasolines no more. Edgar
Franklin, in the FeDruary Popular
Mechanics Magazine.
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Danderine

Stops Falling Hair and

Destroys Dandruff

the Hair Grow Long, Heavy
and Luxuriant and We Can
Quickly Prove It

Makes

If You Wish to Double the Beauty of
Your Hair at Once, Just Get a 25
Cent Bottle and Try This
Surely try a Danderine Hair Cleanse if you wish
to immediately double the beauty of your hair with
little trouble and at a cost not worth mentioning
just moisten a cloth with a little Danderine and
draw it carefully through your hair, taking one
small strand at a time, this will cleanse the hair of
dust, dirt or any excessive oil In a few moments
Your hair will be wavy,
you will be amazed.
fluffy and abundant and possess an incomparable
softness, lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and
shimmer of true hair health.
Besides beautifying the hair, one application of
Danderine dissolves every particle of Dandruff;
cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp, forever
stopping itching and falling hair.
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of
It goes right
rain and sunshine are to vegetation.
to the roots, invigorates and strengthens them. It's
properexhilarating, stimulating and
ties cause the hair to grow abundantly long, strong
and beautiful. It at once imparts a sparkling brilliancy and velvety softness to the hair, and a few
weeks use will cause new hair to sprout all over
the scalp. Use it every day for a short time, after
which two or three times a week will be sufficient
to complete whatever growth you desire.
You can surely have pretty, soft, lustrous hair,
and lots of it, if you will just get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderine from any drug store or toilet
counter and try it as directed.

IT IS NOT STRANGE

It is not strange that so many people eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
restaurant on Center street. l"he bill
of fare is generous and the price is
cheai, 25 cents for regular meals.
Many people wonder how it is pos-

sible to serve such excellent meals so
cheaply.
RED HOT STUFF
When you buy coal you want the
best quality that money will buy.
Well, that's Yankee coal, finest grade
for the furnace and the range. A
trial order will convince you that it
Is the best what is. We deliver with
despatch. Phone us Coors Lumber
Co.

HOME MADE CANDIES

That's descriptive of the products of
the Potter Candy Kitchen. They are
a home product and they are made
by the most expert candy makers
money can obtain. Hence we lead all
competitors in this district Try a
box of our chocolates. We cover the
entire retail field. F. B. Potter.
THAT'S SOME DRINK
Finch's famous Golden Wedding
Rye Whisky has a quality all Its own.
R'ch, old and mellow. Eight years
of age, bottled In bond, full quarts
at $1.75. A pride to any sideboard,
for mediiinal purposes It has no
all standard
We handle
equal.
brands of liquors and wines. The
h
Lobby Cafe and Lunch Room.
and Benjamin.
Lau-bac-
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CATCHY MUSIC IN TODAY'S MARKETS

Njftw
;

dollars

SOCIALIST PARTY

"THE AMERICAN

CO.

I

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York. Jan. 18. The stock mar-

NEW YORK MONEY
York, Jan. 18. Call money 2
Mexican
prime paper

GORBAM SILVER POLISH.

3;

47.

ST. LOUIS WOOL
18. Wool

St Louis, Jan.

THE BEST SILVER POLISH MADE.
steady- -

ket conditions were virtually unchang Territory and western mediums 16J
cleans and Polishes In the same operation.
DORSING POLITICAL ORGANIdetermined
and
ed
the
fine
1015.
morning
during
M. PADGETT
18j fine mediums 1517;
EDITOR
most economical Polish made.
is
ZATION BY A BIG VOTE
effort was made to rouse the list from
its apathy. The undertone was firmer
than yesterday. Speculative activYAN SAYS "LOOK OUT
Indianapolis. Jan. 18. By a vote of OPERETTA IS SURE TO PLEASE
confined to the specialties and
was
ity
515 to 158 the convention of the Ual
WILL
THAT
AUDIENCE
LARGE
Entered at the Postoffice at East
the standard railroad shares were
Mine Workers of America refus-- i
BE PRESENT TOMORROW
FOR WALL STREET'
Ui Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- ted
lifeless.
ed
com-- !
a
to
resolution
today
adopt
sion through the United States Mails
The high price of the tobacco
By reputation "The American Girl,"
mitting the organization to the so--i
as second class matter.
invited some profit taking dur- COMMONER ADVISfcS DEMOCRATS
stocks
which is to be presented by the Girls'
cialist party and approved the
second hour but the general
the
TO MAKE HASTE WITH
ing
tomorSchool
Glee
club
of
the
High
of the resolutions committee
TERM8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
adwas
not
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market
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declaring it "would be well if workers row night at the Duncan opera house,
AND
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JEWELER
3
New York, Chicago
and
vanced
finish
to
a
musical "hit' from start
would unite on the iolltical as well is
Per Copy
$ .05
Fargo, N. D., Jan. 18. With wiiand hv nemitatlon th fiirls' fllee club and St. Louis second preferred
The
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16 as the industrial fields."
come.
to
unable
lilm Jennings Bryan
Bondi were steady
One Month
yAnfrUe bad reported that Is one of the best in the state. This Prices dropped
66
slowly in the after Governor Norris of Montana absent,
the
no
doubt
combination
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it
please
for
woul4li
the
constitutional
J)n Year
7.50
noon with a few of the leaders touch Judge M. J. Wade ill at his home
United Mine Workers to Indorse any large audience, which, judging from
DAILY BY MAIL:
were in. Iowa and Governor Judson Harthe seat sale, will be on hand to wit- ing the lowest. Losses, however,
One Year
$6.00 political party.
mon of Ohio having returned to his
Amalgamated
insignificant.
mostly
Socialists In the convention, after ness the ierformanee. In 'The Amerilx Months
3.00
to
below
declined
yester home last night, the banquet which
Copper
succeeding yesterday, in putting it on can Girl" there are 17 musical num. was to have been the feature of the
Union Pacific
and
closing
day's
Of this number
record favoring "goyernment owner- bers, all catchy
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
closed
The market
steady. Trading "get together" meeting of the
GROWER.
ship of all Industries," had determin- nine will be sung by the full glee club was continued In
democrats here today was
fashion
desultory
One Year
2.00 ed overnight it would be prejudicial chorus of 24 girls, and to all of the
in the last hour. Final prices were somewhat of a disappointment.
Blx Months
1.00 to their cause to press today the re- pieces there will be a full eight piece
It had been expected Governor Harnot essentially changed from vested
solution endorsing the socialist as the orchestra accompaniment.
mon and Bryan would meet here,
closing.
The last dress rehearsal of the play day's
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip- "political party of the laboring class."
were
as
follows:
sales
last night a message was received
The last
A
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for old age will be held tonight at whch time the
tions).
providing
him dated Jacksonville, c is., exfrom
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Copper
Amalgamated
Remit by draft, check or money lensions for $ men
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114i pressing his regrets at being unable
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order. If sent otherwise we will not .past
?n start to finish, and any remaining flaws
(years,
(fntraditced
to come and urging the democrats U
I
105
Atchison
be responsible for loss.
The costuming of
congress by the socialist represen- will be polished.
exert themselves for the party's suc125
Northern
Specimen copies free on application. tative from Wisconsin, Victor L. Ber-ge- the play Is said to be especially at- Great
ivivi cess.
was endorsed and an invitation tractive and the stage settings good. .ew iorK uenirai
I15fl1 "The prospects for this fall are
Pacific
Northern
a Greatly
said Mr. Bryan
If So, You Can Buy One
Lh PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT to Mr. Berger to come to Indiana- The scene of the play is in the fron.
ion vj very encouraging,"
the Heading
deso
much
polis to address the convention was garden of the Belford House,
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
"but
100 "j in his message,
ar- Southern Pacific
conextended.
PAID FOR.
girls' school, and the action is W
lfi
pends on the record made by
Pacific
Union
In
man
A resolution providing for secces-Labo- r ranged that though there is a
convenof
the
action
the
66s gress and
and charging that Samuel Gom-sio- n the piece he does not appear on the United States Steel
Advertisers are guaranteed the
tion, that it behooves every democrat
110
States
United
Steel,
pfd
from the American Federation of stage.
largest dally and weekly circulation
AT THE
to exert himself to the utmost to
of any newspaper in Northwestern pers, John Mitchell and other labor
The orchestra, which is to accomstrengthen the party's hold on public
LIVE
STOCK
CITY
KANSAS
leaders were "in the grasp of the pany the musical numbers of the
New Mexico.
The allied forces of preKansas City, Jan. 18. Cattle, re- confidence.
were never more act
capitalist class through the influence operetta, is under the- direction of
300 southerns. datory wjealth
HARDWARE CO.
of the National Civic Federation" was Mrs. Charles Kohn, who is also di- ceipts 3,500, including
afford to comprocannot
We
ive.
steers $5,500
THURSDAY, JANUARY IS, 1D12.
defeated. The convention adopted in- recting the play. Miss Ruth Conrad, Market strong. Native
Wall street"
with
mise
southern steers $4.75'O6.30;
nastead a resolution instructing
the a pupil of the High school, will be 8.25;
Despite the absence of men of
cows and heifers $35, nasouthern
a
was
5J6'5I8 Douglas Are.
miners' delegates to the next meeting the piano accompanist of the orchebig
there
tional prominence
stock-erof the Federation of Labor to urge stra Mrs. Charles O'Malley will play tive cows and heifers $36. 50;
and enthusiasm ran high.
attendance
and feeders $46; bulls $3.n0
the organisation of workers by indus- first violin; Miss Ruth Long, second
The democrats freely declared that
calves $4.508.50; western
5.30;
tries intead of by separate crafts violin; D. R. Murray, viola; Robert
.Governor Harmon had made a good
steers $57; western cows $3C:
and general
of unions in Rasper and O. C. Zingg cornets: H.
impression while here.
lr
Hogs, receipts 20,000. Market 5 to
strikes.
M. Northrup trombone and J. C. Ma
According to the statement oj C.
John P. White of Oscaloosa, Iowa, ker, horn. The orchestral program 10 cents lower. Bulk of sales $6T Heiffner, of Seattle, campaign manand
Over- 6.30: heavy $6.306.35; packers
was
for Woodrow Wilson in the west,
president of the United of the evening is as follows:
S0fi ager
?5
light
butchers
$6.106.35;
Mine Workers by a majority or
the support of Governor Wilson y
ture, "America," overture, "Poet and
over his opponent, Thomas L. Peasant," waltz, "Bright Eyes," and 0.20; pigs $4.255.50.
Harper's Weekly was personal on the
Sheep, receipts 6,000. Market 10 to part of Colonel Harvey and subject
Lewis, of Bridgeport, Ohio, according march, "Frisco Rag."
Muttons $?,.50
20 cents lower.
ed him to criticism by the maga1VSURGKNTS ARK PUZZLED to the report of the tellers made to
lambs
4.75;
$5.256.90; fed wethers zine's owners. Mr. Heiffner also dethe convention this afternoon. White
WANT JURY DISMISSED
and yearlings $46; fed ewes $3
clared that Governor Wilson was of
Los Angeles, Jan.
What a shy lot the insurgents in received 104,515' Votes to Lewis'
4.25.
J.
58,591.
Frank
the
was
in
the opinion that it would Indicate
defendant
Hayes
for Bert Oonners,
congress are, to be sure. Here is a
tovice
a
of
support from J. P. Morgan and the
by
of
president
Records
Hall
trial,
majority
dynamiting
acproposal for the government to
HarBOARD OF TRADE
CHICAGO
over
Samuel
Dascoe
of
and
Illinois.
suggestion was made to Colonel
day moved to dismiss the jury
quire the telegraph lines of the coun- Secretary-Treasure- r
18. Shorts covering
than
more
Jan.
hurt
Chicago,
Edwin Perry was have a new trial. Judge Willis denied
vey that his support
try, which is r'ght in line with what not
on account of the unseasonably cold it helped.
for
for
opposed
motion
permission
but
the
granted
and
the populists, socialists
"progres
in the Argentine
Delegates elected for the Ameri- the defense to file affidavits later, and stormy weather
sives" have been wanting all along,
to
BIG REDUCTION
today into the
temied
strength
put
can Federation of Labor convention,
of
citing for contempt a number
and yet it fails to appeal to the insur- as anonunced
Colder
temperatures
market.
wheat
During our inventory sale everywere as newspaper men who published yesterthis
afternoon,
gent congressmen. There Is Repre- follows :
northwest and a firmer tone of the
goes at 50 cents o nthe dolday and today articles stating that flour trade also helped the bulls. The thing
sentative Norris, for example the
make a specialty of misses'
We
lar.
John Mitchell, New1 York; John P. Deputy District Attorney Ray Horton
most vigorous advocate of socialism
reacted
to
was
children's
hats, alsoh some of the
and
Thomas L. Lewis, had received intimations that efforts opening
White, Iowa:
in the house, not excepting Victor Ber-ge- r
The
to
one
latest
and rallied
piece dresses are below
to 100
Ohio; Frank J. Hayes, John H. Wal- had been made to corrupt the Jury.
at
himself. Norris, usually bo ramlower
and
be convinced. Mrs. A.
Call
with
cost.
May
was
easy
close
ker and Duncan McDonald, Illinois,
cautious
and
becomes
pant, suddenly
Standish.
and William Green, Ohio.
100100.
And Murdock, reckCorn sold off under pressure from
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING.
less, readheaded and redundant, who
leading longs. May opened a shade
The annual meeting of the stockunder ordinary circumstances would
up at 68 to 664 and
CUBANS ARE EXPECTED holders of the Agua Pura company oi lower to
66
snap at a socialistic scheme with the
to
May closed easy
declined
Las Vegas will be held in the office
at
activity of the hungry bass for a sedown
cents
66.
ductive fly Murdock says: "I also
TO MAKE THEIR REPLY of the company at Las Vegas, N. W , Oats showed a disposition to sag
PRE-INVENTOat 3 o'clock p. m., Monday, January
am for the plan, but it will have to be
May
after corn began to descend.
RY
22, 1912, for the election of directors
carried out carefully and leisurely and
shade
a
to
higher
of any other started unchanged
transaction
the
and
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thorough investigation."
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meeting.
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$9.47 to $9.52
tive origin. It would never do for the retary Knox intimating that the Unitfor ribs.
HADN'T HEARD OF IT.
anything ed States government might be com
"progressives" to indorse
The closing quotations were as folJan. 18. "I know nothing
that came from the White House pelled to intervene in Cuban affairs, of Chicago,
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of
the
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Big Discounts in All Departments
33

OFF ALL Shoe Sale

Long Cloths,
Dimities,

Nainsooks,
India Linens
Muslins,
Lonsdale Cambrics
Persian Lawns

On in Full Blast

Ladies Shoes
At Cost
l5 Per Cent Off

Mens & Childrens' Shoes

Off All Women's Suits, Coats and Dresses.
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JAP8 POOR FARMERS
N. M., Jan. 18. One of the
first attempts at foreign colonization
In northern New Mexico has proven a
failure. A colony of Japanese farmers
brought into the Maxwell district a
year ago by the Maxwell Irrigated
lands company, yesterday moved out
bag and baggage, having failed to
make good on the land. It was not
the fault of the land r tne water
themBupply, but of the colonists
selves. Each farmer, Instead of following intensive farming, undertook
the cultivation of 32fl acres of land,
and some of the Japanese even wanted more.
The result was poor farm-'nand unsatisfactory results. The
Japanese have moved to Glenrtale,
Ariz. They were farming at Maxwell
on land leased from the company.
Their places will be taken at once by
v
merloan farmers.
Raton,

PERSONALS

The PrescrtptioDist

E. E.

Johnson, the land man, return
might from a week's trip to
Wellington, Kan., on business.
Thomas Tipton came In this morn
ing from his ranch near Watrous and
was in Las Vegas today on business.
C. B. Stubblefle;s of Albuquerque,
came in last nigbx from the Duke City
and was in Las Vegas today on bus!

ea last

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

nesm.

Phone Maiu o

Exceptional Values in
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
These Garments were Selected
From au Immense Line of samples, and Combine Service and
Daintiness.

Drawers, Skirts, Gowns, Corset Covers and Conbination
Suits.

25c
35c
50c
75c

1.15
1.25

1.50
1.75
2.25

Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value

at
at

at
at
at
at

at
at
at

19c

25c
39c
49c
79c

89c
98c
1.29
1.69

HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH

PHONE MAIN 104

J

NORMAL UNIVERSITY
ANNOUNCES RECITAL
MISSES ROSS AND CLUXTON TO
GIVE ENTERTAINMENT SATURDAY

Vicente Mares, was in Las Vegas
today on business, hav'ng arrived
from his home in Wagon Mound last
night.
W. E. lleardon and A. A. Owens
came In yesterday afternoon from
Mineral Hill and were in Las Vegas
today.
William Comstock, mesa land own
er and farmer, after spending a week
NEW BANK DIRECTORS
in Newton. Kan., on business, return
ed home last night.
Willard, N. M., Jan. 18. At a
of the stockholders of the TorE. V. Bemen, arrived last
night
from the north and, after spending rance County Savings bank, Willard.
two days in Las Vegas on business, N. M., Friday, January 12 the follow-'n- ?
directors were chosen for the enwill leave for his home in El Paso.
Good Roads Engineer V. R. Smythe suing year: H. B. Jones, president of
returned last night from a short busi- the bank and president of the First
ness trip to Santa .Fe. Mr. Smythe National Bank of Tucumcari: A. B.
vice president;
Duncan
was a visitor 'n Santa Fe during the M Donald,
McGlllivray, Dr. C. J, Amble, county
inauguration.
George Arnot, manager of the A- trefMUr, and E. M. Brlckley, the
lbuquerque branch of Gross Kelly and premier cashier of the bank. These
company, after being In Las Vegas men are all well known to the people
to attend the annual meeting of the of Torrance county and to a great
stockholders, left this afternoon on many people in other parts of New
Mexico and It can be safely said that
train No. 1 for the Duke City.
W. H. Humphreys
arrived this the Torrance county Savings bank
morning from his home in Fulton, which has been doing business at
Mo., and will spend some time visit- Wdllard for six years, will still hold
ing his daughter Mrs. R. B. Wingo, the enviable position of being one of
and her son, Harry Wingo, who are the safest and most, conservative
banks in the new state of New Mex
spending the winter in Las Vegas.
C. D. Hack. Jacob Davidhizer, E. C. ico.
Crooks, and F. D. Howe were among
the dry fanners from the neighborIN WHEAT BIN
SUFFOCATED
hood of Mishawaka, who came In to
Las Vegas this morning to see the
Minneapolis, Jan. 18. Engoli Ol
New Mexico Santa Fe agricultural de- son today lost his life by suffocation
monstration train, scheduled to ar- when he fell into a huge bin of
rive here this afternoon at 4 o'clock. wheat, which quickly engulfed him
James O'Byrne, accompanied by
his daughter, Miss Sadie O'Byrne, reMURDER NEAR SOCORRO
turned last night from Santa Fe after
N. M., Jan. 18. Luis ChaSocorro,
spending several days in the Capital
Mr. and Miss O'Byrne were vez, a well known native rancher liv
Citv.
12 mile") north
among the Las Vegas delegation who ing near Pohadera,
was
and ku'.ed at
shot
of
twice
here,
attena
to
went to Santa Fe Sunday
about 6:30 last evening by a ne
or,
the inaugural' of the first state
J. Garcia. The sheriff left here 1m
mediately upon receipt of the news
to apprehend the murderer. The killNEW LANDS TO BE OPENED
ing, it Is said, occurred at the home
Washington, Jan. 18. The 2,340,880 of Garcia and as there were no witacres of remaining unalloted lands on nesses to the homicide save the
the Cheyenne River and Standing Rock
of Chavez, who
daughter
Indian reservations in the Dakotas, ran to n neighbor's bouse and gave
will be opened for settlement under the alarm, the details of the killing
two bills by Senator Gamble. The may never be known. When help arbills were favorably reported today rived the body of Chavez was lying
by the senate committee on Indian af on the ground pierced by two bullets
fairs. The Gamble bill to extend pay- and he evidently died instantly
as
ment for lands on the open portion either wound was enough to cause
of these two reservations for a year death.
also was favorably reported.

g

WINTERS DRUG CO.

EVENING.

the
On Saturday night, January
New Mexico Normal University will
present Miss Marguerite Cluxton and
Miss May Ross, heads of the instrumental music and oratorical departments of the school respectively, in
a recital in the Normal auditorium.
Both of these talented young instructors are well known in Las Vegas and
their ability to please is recognized
hall
by all. No doubt the Normal
will be filled to the limit of its
20,

Miss dux t on is instructor of the
maun and will Dlav several beau
tiful pieces. Miss Ross will give sev
and impersonations.
eral readings
The program as arranged is a gener
ous one and no encores will be per

KILLED BY DERRICK.
N. M., Jan. 18. While enRoswell,
COMMENT
NO
HAS
WILSON
in
unloading a large concrete
Dertoit, Mich., Jan. 18. Governor gaged
a car in the Santa Fe
from
mixer
who
New
Woodrow Wilson of
Jersey,
derreached Detroit shortly after noon to railway yards here today, the
MAN

rick suddenly collapsed. The heavy
day, positively refused to discuss the
statement given out last night by machinery caught S. McDuffle who
was pinned under the wreckage and
Henry Watterson with reference to
his
back broken. He was. taken to a
B.
Harvey'case.
the Colonel George
local
hospital where he died several
He said he might prepare a statehours
later. A. G. Garwlck, conthe
day.
ment on the matter later in
The governor spoke today at the
board of commerce luncheon on the
"Patriotic Function of Commerce,"
but failed to comment on the statement made last night by Henry

mitted. The general public is in
vited to attend this recital and will
THIS BOOK WORTH READING.
in the Normal. A full
book,
telling how
The Adleii-k- a
program of the evening will be pub
EASILY
can
guard against apyou
lisher later in the week.
how
you can relieve
and
pendicitis,
constipation or gas on the stomach
$1500
diiaoat INSTANTLY, is offered tracTIME
ON
BALANCE
PART CASH,
tor a short time by the Red Cross
will fihy a good two story frame Drug Co.
house, 7 rooms and bath, corner lot,
HEIRESS IN SOUTHWEST.
sidewalks In on both streets, excelKansas City, Mo., Jan. 18 Attorlent locat'on; easily worth $2,000
if vou want to take neys for Henry C. Simpson, of Lincoln, Kansas, executor of the estate
bargain.
this
of
advantage
Corpora of Nathaniel P. Simpson, who died
Investment and Agoncy
40.
in this city three weeks ago, today
Phone Main
search for an "Indian
instituted
"in the southsomewhere
maiden"
MUST MAINTAIN RESERVE- to $160,000 of
heiress
west" who is
Washington, Jan. 18. Comptroller the Simpson fortune.
the Currency Murray today took
The Simpson estate amounted to
banks
hands
steps to cormpell all national
$322,000 and was left in the
of the country to maintain their legal
executor. After
as
son,
his
Henry,
of
rereserves. The law regulating the
the death of his first wife, more than
nathe
in
drastic
most
bethe
serves,
25 years ago, the elder Simpson is
tional bank act, never has been lieved to have married an Indian. It
The nastrictly enforced, it is said.
a daughter by this marriage
wflll re is for
now
tional bank examiners
son seeks. The daughter is
the
that
are
port all banks whose reserves
returned to live with
to
have
r said
continually below thejegal limit.
Navajos.
the
people,
her
the statute the comptroller is
authorized to appoint a receiver for
NEW BISHOP OF CHEYENNE
anv bank that fails to hold its legal
Jan. 18. The pope has rati
Rome,
reserve, or to call on the attorney
ih decision of the consistoriai
general to revoke the charter.
by Cardinal
presented
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TAFT THE TRAVELER
Jan. 18. President
Washington,
Taft will begin his 1912 travels tomorrow with a trip to New Haven to
attend a dinner of the cuireber of
commerce and a meeting of the Yale

Returning rg Washins
ton by way of New Yo,-- l lie vi'. spend
Triday night in New Huveu and after
the Yale corporation meeting Saturday, will go to New York, where be
tween 7 p. m. and midnight, when
his train leaves for Washington, he
is scheduled to attend three banquet.",
that of the New York Bar association.
the Society of Genesee and Twenty-FouKarat club.

t orporVion.

CULLOM IS A CANDIDATE
Springfield, 111., Jan. 18 The peti
tion of Senator Shelby M. Cullom for

the printing of his name on the re
publican primary ballot for United
States senator was filed with the secretary of state today. The petition
of State Senator Hugh Magi 11 of
Princeton, the only other republican
candidate, also was filed.
ROOSEVELT IS MODEST
New York, Jan. 18. Colonel Roose-
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appetizing brown.

1

Post Toasties

with Cream

--

--

One of the most delicious dishes imaginable.

fl

Convenient, economical and pretty sure to please.
food to be served
A
direct from the package.
readv-cook-

velt has decided to curtail his speech-makinto the lowest possible l'mit.
Henceforth he will make no speeches
that he can avoid. He makes this de
claration in a letter declining an inHisvitation from the American-Iristorical society.

I:

Thin bite of choice white com,

ed

"The Memory Lingers"
Post Toas'iei are sold by Grocers

h

Mean by
Pottura Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Geek, Michigan

THAT'S 80ME DRINK
1UU1
FInoh's famous Golden Wedding
Rye Whisky has a quality all Its own.
Rich, old and mellow. Eight years
of age, bottled In bond, full quarts BRITISH SHIP SINKS
at $1.75. A pride to any sideboard,
for medicinal purposes it has no
WITH WHOLE CREW
all standard
We handle
equal.
brands of liquors and wines. The
lobby Cafe and Lunch Room.
ONLY CAPTAIN AND THREE LASand Benjamin.
CARS
ESCAPED
FROM
is

Lau-bac-

h

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
Wednesday January 24th.

D

WISTQWHALL

SURE OF IT
Aberdeen, Scotland, Jan. 18. The
British steamer Wlstowhall
was
wrecked early today on the Bullers
of Buchan, a group of dangerous
rocka off the coast of Aberdeen shore.
The seas were bo huge that It was
impossible to launch a lifeboat. The
lifeboat crew of the village of Bullers
tried several times to put to sea but
tehir craft was hurled back onto the
shore.
The Wistowhall was a vessel of
2,139 tons and was built at Greenock,
Scotland in 1890. She was owned by
the Hall line of Liverpool. Captain
Stoddart of the Wlstowhall, one of
those rescued, says his crew numbered E8. Only three Lascars and the
captain readied the shore, so 63 were
drowned. The captain says that the
Wistowhall drifted helplessly for
hours before a terrific gale. Her fires
must
The Country Deacon There
acs the seas had
have been a stranger in church this were extnguished,
flooded the engine room during the
morning.
The Parson Did you see him?
night
The Country Deacon No; but
found a
note in the colleo
HATS OFF
tion.
The Wallis millinery store on
Sixth street has marked off the price
PROOF
and
of hats. All trimmed goods
shapes are being sold at absolute
cost to make room for early spring
purchases. Now is the time to make
your purchases, ladles. There is a
chance to make a big saving.

CHEER UP!

WE ARE TO HAVE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO SEE THE

AT LAST

KIRKE LaSHELLE PRODUCTION
Of Henry Blossom's Great Racing Play

CHECKERS
With Practically The Original Cast

dave

nui'inriie

THIS IS THE ONLY COMPANY THAT HAS EVER PRESENTED THIS METROPOLITAN OFFERING, HAVING PLAYED
TWENTY DIFFERENT ENGAGEMENTS IN NEW YORK
SEASON FOR A
CITY, WHERE IT WILL RETURN THIS
RUN OF SIX WEEKS,

1

r

THE PLAY'S ACTION ABSORBS YOU
ITS SPIRITS ENTRANCES
ITS CLIMAXES ELECTRIFY
NO ONE SHOULD MISS SEEING IT

PRICES $1.50, $1.00, 75c

EVERYBODY
Reads the Optic

struction engineer of the new First
National bank building, was badly injured but will recover, and W. A.
Mortley, a bystander had his left arm
broken. The body of the dead man
is being held here. He lived at Olive,
N. M., where two of his children are
reported to be dying of pneumonia.

mnii-nmo- d
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WILLIAMS WAS EASY.
Toronto, Ont., Jan. 18. Jim Flynn,
the Pueblo fireman, who is matched

to fight Jack Johnson for the world's
Smart The world Is getting bet
heavyweight championship, knocked ter.
Wise That's right. Some preachers
out Al Williams of Cleveland In the
second round of a bout scheduled to are getting $3,000 a rear now, when
20 years ago they were lucky to 81
go ten rounds before the National
$1,000.
this
last
of
association
city
Sporting

night

CRUEL GIRL
Flynn forced the fighting from the
start. In the first two minutes of the
mlx-up- ,
Williams showed to advantage. Flynn's superior hitting powers
soon made themselves apparent, however, and in the last minutes of the
round he landed a heavy short-arhook to the face,, sending the Cleve-lande- r
to the floor, for & count of six,
bell
the
saving him.
Williams came up fresh for the second round but Flynn was after him
hard from the start. The end came
Flynn launched a tremendquickly.
ous right swing for Williams jaw.
The blow landed fairly and the
Cleveland man went down and out.
Flynn, who weighed in at 185
pounds, was 15 pounds lighter than
his opponent. Jack Johnson who was
expected to be at the ringside, was
Phoebe -- I'm thinking seriously ol
unable to be present because of a
up the auto fad.
taking
Mc death in the family. According to
Natica Clever idea!
It certainly
aoDOinting Patrick Louis
taL
When buying a cough medicine for ooveru ao xi.hrm nf nhevenne. Wyo Jack Curley, Flynn's manager, last would be becoming to you
children hear in mind that ChamberPhoebe Becoming ?
Rev, James J night's bout marked the last public
lain's Congh Remedy is most effectual mine, vice the Rght
Nantica Yes; you know, you cai
areh- - appearance of the Pueblo man before
made
been
cough
has
who
for colds, croup and whoping
Keane,
wear a mask in an auto.
next
with
Johnson
his
July.
meeting
harmful
drug
and that it contains no
bishop of Duboque.
For sale by all druggists.
Un-de-

fy
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Surplus

Capital Paid in

$50,000.00

$100,000.00
"VC
(S
J. M. CUNNINGHAM. President
PRANK SPRINGER Vice President

fKjSJ

S

O. T. H0SKIN3. Cashier

LAS VEGAS
Interest Paid on

Frt(fc!
..

Deposits
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A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly ,wached by the whole family because
evetybody' knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and vou will be agreeably surprised at the pro
gress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one handjyou can grasp an
with thei?other.
op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

i

LAS VEOA8

MRS. STETSON IS
MAKING HERESY
CHARGES
BOARD OF MOTHER
CHURCH OF CHRISTIAN SCIENCE IN BOSTON.

ATTACKS

New York, Jan. 18. Mrs. Augusta
K. Stetson he deposed Christian Science teach lt, haa begun the
with a fresh campaign against
the directors of the mother church in
Boston. The mails are now carrying
new-yea-

r

to the faithful throughout the country
a pamphlet written by Mrs. Stetson

In which she charges the directors
with abetting false doctrine by embracing the cause of the League of
IMedical Freedom, which believes in
a fair show for all practitioners
the old schools. The directo
excommunicated Mrs. Stetson for departing from the teachings of the
church. In turn she now accuses
them of rank heresy.
As aualnst a circular sent out by
one of the directors urging the
churches to give active support to
the league, Mrs. Stetson starts her
inotest with, a quotation from the
writings of the church leader, Mrs.
.i.dy, to whom the question of affiliation with outside hea'cs wu
put and who replied as follows:
fBeware of joining any medical
league which in any way obligates
you to assist because they cnance
to be under arrest vendors of patent
pills, mesmerists, oculists, sellers of
6
Impure literature and authors
on
mental
orks
healing.
spurious
By rendering error such a service
you lose much more than can be
gained by mere unity on the single
Issue of opposition to unjust medical
laws."
Mrs. Stetson thinks that this quotation exactly fits the case in hand,
the purpose of the league being to insure against molestation, by means pt
open laws in the various stateB, everybody who wished to try a new
way of healing. She "iyc this is pure
materialism, from which Christian
Science should hold igorously aloof.
Spiritual and material methods of
healing the sick," she writes, "are
ii:i metrically opposed. They cannot
lie associated the one with the other,
:nd the Christian Scientist who
leaves the vantage ground of spiritual therapeutics to unite with
rnedica or eclectic practitioners
f oi feits his position in the ranks of
Christian Science mind healing and
out-Bid- e

I

t;
.t
t
a

a
8
8
n

ma-ipt--

has allied himself with materialism.
"The systems of physics act against
metaphysics' (Mrs. Eddy). Thus we
see that Christian Scientists cannot
consistently unite with the League of
Medical Freedom nor obligate themselves to assist medical practitioners
to carry on their material healing.
I hear that money
hac been solicited from and contributed by the
field of Christian Science to defray
the expenses of the league in opposing certain proposed legislation. This
league Includes not alone regular
physicians, but eclectics, osteopaths
and graduates of kindred schools.
Those who unite with the league disregard the counsel of our wise leader
on this subject when she says in
'Miscellaneous Writings,' 'It is better
to be friendly with cultured and conscientious medical men, wtao leave
Cnustian Science to rise ci fall on
its own merit or demerit, than to affiliate with a wrong class of people.
"Did our great leader aver iinite
herself with any material association
that she might bring about freedom
of action for Christian Science practitioners in the practice and demonstration of "truth? On the contrary
do you not And that her spiritual
foresight sought to guard her followers against such action as is now
ne battle is bebeing sanctioned."
tween two systems which are founded upon materiality.
Why should
Christian Scientists be engaged in
the bathe for material methods and
practices? Let the
fight for medical freedom. The
Christian Scientist is contending for
spiritual freedom.
"'"The principle of medical freedom,' Mrs. Eddy said, 'is a stepping
stone for those millions of 'unprincipled minds' that have not yet sufficiently discerned the science of
Christianity to forsake many of their
material beliefs. 'There is no matter'
is not only the axiom of true Christian Science, but it Is the only basis
upon which this science can be demonstrated. Let each society of
the matter iihvsicians end
the
agree to disand
then
agree
patiently wait on God
to decide, as surely lie will, which is
the true system of medicine.'
"Genuine Christian Scientists dq
not fear a
material court,"
Mrs. Stetson goes on, "or appeal to a
material law to protect them
the faithful discharge of their
in
healing work. It Is a moral impossibility for a Christian Scientist to
heal according to the Christ
which destroys sin and dis
ease, while contemplating material
methods, agreeing w"-- or uniting In
action w)lth those to whom sickness
and sin, physically or corporally, are
real.
matter-physicia-

n

s,

mind-healin-

8
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n
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TAILOR FOR MEN
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Everything Made at Home.
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:
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Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

DAILY

OPTtC.

"There are many today who are
trying to climb up tome other wl
vainly attempting to serve two masters, matter and mind. These should
be known as mental healers on a ma
terial basts, under the protection of
medical law. Let Christian Scientists
teach the difference be'.we ja spirmaterial
itual healing and
healing. Let all who desire to prac
tice the mental healing on a material
basis do bo and put themselves under
the protection of material law, but
let no one be deceived into believing
that spiritual thought and material
thought or spiritual methods and material methods can be united in Christian Science. Hhe Master classed
them as wheat and tares, sheep and
goats."
d

TO REFORM GRAIN EXCHANGE
Chicago,, Jan. 18 A two days' con
ference of delegates representing the
principal grain exchanges of the United States was opened at t M Hotel
La Salle today. The conference is to
discuss plans to extend the usefulness of exchanges trading in agricul
tural products, to promote uniform
ity in custom and usage, and lo elim-

inate certain practices that are be
ileved to be contrary to the public
welfare.
Among the exchanges repre
sented at the conference are those to
the
welfare.
Among
exchanges
conference
at the
represented
nre those of Kansas City
Omaha,
New York,

Chicago,

St. Louis,

Baltimore, Philadelphia.
San Francisco. Toledo,

Milwaukee,
Dulutli and Buffalo.

NOTICE
To the stockholders of the Las Vegas Sewer company: You and ea:h
of you are hereby notified that there
will be a meeting of the said stockholders at the city hall at 8 .o'clock
p. m, on the 19th day of January,
1912 for the purpose, of cona'dering
and makjng some arrangements!
whereby the property of said company
can be turned over to the government of the said City of Las Veas.
F. E. OLNEY,
A. A. JONES,
CHRIS WIEGAND,
MAY HENRY,
JOHN SHANK,
T. J. RAYWOOD, Secretary.

THURSDAY,

JANUARY

18, 1912.

E stray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described eatray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.. Dec. 7,

ser

$1,050

FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

SOT
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ing
on,
adv

wit
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"th-

One bay horse,
old. 800 lbs., 13 hands.
To-wi- t:

7

or

8

Branded
r
H
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unleas claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of ih
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.

PILLS,

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

I Machine

Shop

Wm,Whalen,Pr0p,

Phone Main 344.

RHEUMATISM
KIDNEY AILMENTS
STOMACH TROUBLES

Mr.

the
eugi
dent
apai
Kent

City
At
10

r
Ja

IS rc

FAYWOOD

RETAIL PRICES
or More, taeh Delivery
1,000 I be. to 2,000 lira. Each Delivery
800 lira, to 1,000 lbs EacT Delivery
Each Delivery
BO Ibe. to 200 lbs.
Lea Than 60 lbs. Each Delivery

MM

lb,

HOT SPRINGS

BiswUllta.

iSe per 1ft Ih.
0o per 1M fee.
40e per 1M lb.
BOo pee 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Ice, the Purity
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural
Las Vegas
Made
Have
Which
of
and Lasting Qualites
Famous

Office

701

Douglas Avenue.

It cures, and you remain cured, iwe
know, and you will if you try it.
Conceded the greatest kidney water
on earth.
Why not visit Faywood Hot Springs
first, since you will eventually go there
anyway?
Large Modern Hotel. Perfect Climate. Booklet.

T. C. McDermott, "The Faywood,"
Faywood, N. M.
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THE

GOODS

BEST
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OBTAINABLE

wiwane
ALWAYS

HANDLED

WANT

CHAPMAN

CLASSIFIED

LODGE

NO. 2, A. F.

&

com-

M. Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.
A,

COLUMN
ATES FOR

ADEP

To-wi- t:

For Rent

Meets second
evening of
Visiting
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruier; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS
Mirth TiimhIrv

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
In O. R. C. hall. Pioneer

Thursday

Visiting members are corG. K.;
dially invited. W. R. Tipton,
E. P. Mackrl, F. S.

building.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the forest of brotterly
love at Woodmen of the WorU
hall, on the second and fourth Fri
8
C. Clay
day of each month at p. m.
Visit
Clerk.
G.
Laemmle,
Consul;
wi
Ing neighbors are especially
come and cordially invited.

DENTISTS.
OR. E. L. HAMMOND

Suit

4,

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

SNKEZING

moping fowls have roup.
Cure them quickly with Conkey's
Get it on a "money
Roup Remedy.
back" guarantee at J. H. Stearns
CACKLE:

CACKLE

Yes

&

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.
New Mexiee

Las Vegas,

r

Miscellaneous

Dentist
Crockett Building. Haa phone
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

PHYSICIANS

To-wi-

CACKLE:

DIRECTORY

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

d

To-wi- t:

years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

A

1

N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
TISEMENT8
Secretary.
Flv cent per line each Insertion
tlmaw six ordinary words to a
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
In. No ad to occupy less ipace than LA8 VEGAS
RegKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estray Advertisement
Aii
advertisement oharg-iwe line.
Tuessecond
conclave
ular
Notice is hereby given to whom It
will be booked at spaca actually
day in each month at Ma
may concern that the following de- rat, without regard to number of
scribed estray animal was taken up hy words. Cash In advance preferred. sonic Temple at 7:80 p. m. L. u.
L N. Shirley, Estancia,
N. M., Dec.
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
corder.
27, 1911.
One bay mare pony, 500
hands.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
lbs., 13
ARCH M'f SONS Regular convoca
Branded
H
tion first Monday in each
On right hip
month at Masonic TemSaid animal being unknown to this
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Board, unless claimed hy owner on or
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
Brlnegar, Secretary.
adof
this
after
last
appearance
days
Oowe't Number, Main Z.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
owner when found.
8. Meets first and third Fridays in
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE A property, a bargain
Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
to healthseeker.
Address Box 244,
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
East Las Vegas.
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It FOR RENT--Nice- ly
furnished room.
620 Twelfth street,
may concern that the following de
NO.
LODGE
1,
DORADO
EL
scribed estray animal was taken up by
PYTHIAS Meets
OF
KNIGHTS
J. H. Honey, Grenvllle, N. M., Jan. 8, FOR RENT Modern furnished u rns
every Monday eve
1912.
for light housekeeping. Apply 101)
ning in Castle Hall.
One brown mare, 15 years
Fifth street.
Visiting Knights are
old, 750 lbs.,
invited.
cordially
-Branded
FOR RENT To the right party, 160
Chas. E. Llebsoh- On right thigh
acre ranch with improvements.
nler, Cha ncellor
r-Apply 1030 Fifth street.
Branded
Commander. Harry
L
On right shoulder
Martin, Keeper of
Said animal being unknown to this FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
Records and Seal.
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
etc.
918
Excellent
location.
10
hath,
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being
Kighth street
days after last appearance of this adNO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
vertisement, said estray will be sold
102 Meets every Monday night at
Rent
for
Three
roomed
house
fur
the
by this Board for the benefit of
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
nished. Water In the house. Aptiiy
owner when found.
o'clock.
9'i0 Gallinas.
Visiting members are
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
welcome.
E. E. Gehring,
cordially
Albuquerque, N. M.
J. T. Buhler, secretary;
'OR
Good
president;
RENT
furnished
rooms,
1st puh. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
close in. Apply 725 Sixth stret

Do no allow your kidney and bladder trouble to develop beyond the
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid
ney Pills. They give quick results
Estray Advertisement
and stop irregularities with surpris
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
O. G. Schaefer and
Ing promptness.
may concern that the following deRed Cross Drug Co.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
When given as soon ae the cr6upy J. W. Collier, Bstancla, N. M., Nov
cough appears Chamberlain's Cough 22, 1911.
One small red cow. 6 or 7
Remedy will ward off an attack of
and years old.
croup and prevent all danger
Thousands ot
cause of anxiety.
Branded
w
mothers use it successfully. For sale
V
L
On
left
hip
by all druggists.
to
this
animal
unknown
Said
being
Constipation Is the cause of many Board, unless claimed ty owner on or
ailments and disorders that make lif before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
miserable. Take Chamberlain's Stom- days after last appearance of this ad
ach and Liver Tablets, keep youi
bowels regular and you will avoid vertisement, said estray will be sold
these diseases. For sale by all drug- by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
gists.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
Albuquerque, N. M.
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a let puh. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912
very reasonable investment you can
Estray Advertisement
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
the
We
are
millionaire.
selling
may concern that the following de
popular brass beds cheaper than ever scribed estray animal was taken up by
In
the
before. We have many styles
W. H. Chaney, Hachlta, N. M.
bright and satin finish, fine mat
One mare and colt, 10 or
i.
J.
and
pillows.
tresses, springs
12 years, 600 lbs., 14 hands.
Johnsen & Son
Branded
On left hip
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Said animal being unknown to this
"Cures In Every Case"
Mr. Jas. McCaffery.
Mgr. of the Board,, unless claimed hy owner on or
Schlitz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recom before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
mends Foley's Honey and Tar Com days after last appearance of this ad
pound, because It cures In every case vertlsement, said estray will be sold
"I have used It myself and 1 have
recommended it to many others who by this Board for the benefit of the
have since told me of Its great cura- owner when found.
tive power In disease of the throat
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
For all coughs and colds
and lungs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Co.
Cross
fer and Red
Drug
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
PILLS
CHICHESTER BRAND.
' A
may concern that the following deIndies! AfibTonrltrucslittfor
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Diamond Brand.
rI'll la in Red and
ii old metallic
H. H. Lucero, Guam. N. M.. Dec. 14.
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Rnv nf vnnp
Taka no
nihp.
Lrrantst AskforClfl.Circg.TERf
for Sft
DIAMOND BRAND

KtS

SHORT ORDERS AND REOULAH

years

S

pf

T5he

LOBBY

1911.

To-wi- t:

pri
nn:

THE

H. W. HOUF,

D. O., M. D.

Phyalcian and Surgeon
but
I treat all kinds of diseases,
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
LOCAL TIME CARD
EA8T BOUND
Arrive

Depail

9:15
No. 2. . . 9:10 p. m.
E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 545, No. 4. ..11:05 p m.
11:10
i. O. of B B. Meets every first No. 8. . . 1:15 a. m.
1:25
2:10
1:45 p. m
Tuesday of the month In the vestry No 10.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
WEST BOUND
Isaac Appel, No.
cordially Invited
.1:20 p. m
1:45
Charles Greenclay, Sec- No.
President;
6:15
.6:10 a. m
retary.
4:50
No. 7
4:40 p. m.
7:00
No. 9
6:35 p. m

p.

m

p. m.

a.

p. m
p. m.
p. m

the hens are all cackling when fed
p. m
Conkey's Laying Tonic. It brings the RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
eggs. For sale by J. H. Stearns.
Meet In Fraternal
Brotherhood Foley's Honey and Tar. Compound
hall. A M. Adler, Sachem; David is a reliable family medicine. Give
Flint, chiof of records and collector it to your children, and take it yourself when you feel a cold coming on.
of wampum.
Visiting brother
It checks and cures coughs and colds
welcome.
and croup and prevents bronchitis
WANTED
Position bv .experienced
and penumonia. O. G. Schaefer and
uooKKeeper ana typist. First Class
Red Cross Drug Co.
in every respect.
Address Eva I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Nicholson, East Las Vegas.
Medicines tnat aid nature are al1.
Meets every Monday evening at
most effectual. Chamberlain's
ways
h&H
on Sixth street All visittheir
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
wanted One or two rooms, furnish
ing brethren cordially Invited to at- allays the cough, relieves the lungs,
ed or unfurnished, modern preferred
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.; opens the secretions and aids natinusi. De on tne nm. Address or
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, ure in restoring the system to a
condition. Thousands have
phone Optic office.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; healthy
testified to its superior excellence.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Sold by all druggists.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

Wanted

Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all

business transactions, and financially
able to carry out obligations made by
his firm.
NATIONAL

Crystal Ice Co,
Pure Ice

BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, (

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken In
ternally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent ,free. Price
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug
gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

PHONE MAIN 227

1911.

One bay horse, 7 years old,
The Danger of La Grippe
650 lbs., 14 hands.
Is its fatal tendency to pneumonia.
Branded
To cure your la grippe coughs take
On right shoulder
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. R.
E. Fisher, Washington, Kan., says:
Branded
"I was troubled with a severe attack
On left shoulder
of la grippe that threatened penumoSaid animal being unknown tc this nia. A friend avised Foley's Honey
Board, unless claimed by owner on or and Tar Compound and I got relief
few doses. I took
10 after taking the first
To-w!- t:

before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
MAN CRUELLY TORTURED
Many a man Is cruelly tortured by
painful corns, which make walking
unbearable and sleep at night an lm

Corn Cure
Penslar's
possibility.
which Is sold by O. G. Schaefer, the
druggist, affords speedy relief. If you
have a corn that Is hurting you buy
some Penslar's today.

m

p. m

three bottles and my la grippe was
cured." Get the genuine, In the yellow package.
O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

Charles Durham, Lovington, ni has
succeeded In finding a positive cure
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
the bed every night clear thro' on
the floor. I tried several kinds of
kidney medicine and I was in the drug
store looking for something different
to help him when 1 heard of Foley
Kidney Pills. After he had taken
them two days we could see a change
and when he had taken two thirds of
a bottle he was cured. That is about
six weeks ago and he has not wet
in bed since." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom
amoni all
MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thin is worth moit.
That property you want tcsell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)
books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, article, of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical

of those who

instruments.

As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders
of the
best markets!

LAS

OUl

NEWMAN

year and he haa many admirers who
we confident that he will defeat
Johnson inside the linv'L

VEGAS DAILY

AEROPLANES ARE

OPTIC. THURSDAY,

JANUARY

air or the compression from the engine force a piston back and forth
which communicates with the warping leaves and distorts the ends of
the areoplane so as to throw back
the craft to a horizontal position
The device causes the levers to do
automatically what has hitherto been
iione by the hand of the operator.
"I think the perfection of this apparatus for practical use for areoplanes
marks a tremendous step in the evolution of the flying machine," said
Mr. Welsh. "In its essence It moans
that a man who baa been taught to
start the engine and who has been
drilled In the art of leaving the
ground and landing with reasonable
skill, can drive the aeroplane with
complete safety."

Johnson has been training here fori
the past three weeks and U in
TO
the,
oeai or condition and, while he realizes that Newman is the
toughest boy
he has yet been asked to
meet, he is
not worrying about the outcome. He
is working out every afternoon with
Jimmy
Donovan.
"Kid" Mex and
LAS VEGAS BOY WILL
ORMER
Young"
Reagon.
wtw DEVICE PATENTED BY
TRY FOR CHAMPIONSHIP OF
Report from Denver, where New
WRIGHTS MAKES THEM PERTHE ROCKY MOUNTAINS
man has been
FECTLY SAFE
training Haim him to
e In the pink Of fWlfHHnn nnH fio
f Ancordins to the Pueblo "rratmra nr will lmv ota m
.
New York, Jan. 18. The Wright
1
..cuuewj&jr morning to pui
,edn.lay, Louis Newman, formerly the finishing touch. n hi.
brothers have made the aernnlnna
' 1m Vegas, now lightweight cham-,a- t
the Second class gymnasium. He fool proof.
ton of Denver, will meet Eddie John
will be accompanied
The device by means of which an
by Bert Connors
jc of Alamosa, lightweight champion his manager, and
Harry Riede, the aviator can fly without concerning
the Rocky Mountains, in Pueblo Aspen
Whirlwind, who will train with himself in the least about the equtll-briunt Monday in a contest which will htm.
of hia aeroplane haa been
MINE STRIKE SEEMS NEAR
jcide the lightweight championship been decided, but
will be settled practically perfected and demonstra- Jan. 18. A special confer' the Rocky Mountains.
The refree questiona has not yet ed at
Newman
A. I Welsh, one of ence of the Minerrf Federation of
Dayton.
is not been a resident of Las Vegas when Newman arrives.
It is probable the pioneer Wright flyers, announced Great Britain assembled today in Birir several years but still claims the than "KJd" Texas, the local
light- today at the Manhattan hotel that he mingham to canvass the vote cast by
jjpfew City as his home, and has weight, will be selected.
had recently flown a craft equipped the membership cast on the strike
any friends and relatives in this
with the appliance for over a half proposition. The outlook Is causing
!ty who are Interested in his success
DEBATERS TO ARGUE RECALL hour in a stiff wind with
complete uneasiness in many quarters, for the
The following story api the ring.
Chicago, Jan. 18. A lively interest success.
belief prevails that the count will
is manifested in student circles in the
plied in tie Pueblo ChieftaJn:
The successful completion of th5 show an overwhelming majority in
to be one of the annual contests to be held tomorrow device is a
What promises
result that has been sought favor of the stoppage of work. The
latest bouts staged in the state for evening by
the Central Debating by experiments in every part of the leaders of the miners'
organization
jme time will take place in this city league.
The league comprises the world ever since the Wrights
continue to voice their opposition, but
brought
londay night when Lou,'s Newman. university of Michigan,
University ol out the aeroplane. It means that anv the rank and file of the membership
W hard hitting Denver
Univer- man can step into a flying machine is believed to favor extreme measlightweight Chicago and Northwestern
lashes with Eddie Johnson of
sity. Each intsitution will be repre- and pilot it through the air with a
ures to enforce their demands and
in a
bout before the sented in the contests by two teams, much ease as he can drive an auto- the organization itself will
be obliged
Athletic club. The one at home and one abroad. The mobile.
to abide by the vote of the men.
ontest will decide
the undisputed question selected for debate this
A general strike of the coal miners
The balancing which has hitherto
of the Rocky MJoun- - year is:
aampionship
"Resolved, that the recall made good aviators so rare and whleh will mean the most serious industrial
ali region which is at present held should be adopted for all elective of- has
made flying dangerous, is no lon- dsturbance that the United Kingdom
the Alamosa boy.
ficers, national, state and municipal, ger necessary with the aid of .his has experienced since the
dispute In
Both of these boys have a
large fol- - excepting members of the judiciary device. It bring3 flying machines the engineering trades nearly a quar-owins in this city as well as
and the president and vice president
the
a century
practieally within the range of any ter of
The
ago.
of the United States."
towns, where they have
ordinary person's capability without total number of men employed in and
on several occasions, and the
about the coal mines exceeds 1,000,-Th- e
intricate knowledge of aeronautics,
s were
more than satisfied with
IN NEW YORK CITY
device consists of a small steel 000. The total output of the mines
jlr performances. Although New- Ton will find Hotel Cumberland a bar weighng less than four ounces amounts to about 725,000 tons a day.
nan has been boxing for
only two Broadway and Fifty ourtb s;reei whf'ch hangs as a pendulum from an It is calculated that there is about
fears he has one of the best records near Central
Park, an ideal oru loi arm which projects from the operator's three weeks' supply of coal in stock,
W any boy that Colorado has
produc- - In the retail shopping and theato seat. This pendulum is set so finely
The miners are in a better condi-tha- t
years. He is fairly clever witb district, with the
elevate:-andenow to engage in a finish fight
to
it
the
tlon
subway,
responds
slightest
liponch in either hand, but his main
surface cars at hand. A hand viatfon of the aeroplane from the hor- than they ever were before.
Their
UBtles are his aggressiveness
cou- - gome, modern, beautifully furnished izontal
organization is one of the strongest
laterally.
with his
generalship. His recent hotel with one of the best restati
If the craft is thrown from its bal- labor bodies in the country, trth
teories over Frankje
White
and rant In the city, but moderate ir ance only the fraction of an inch the numerically and financially. The re
mmy" Schools were two of the price. Rooms with bath, $2.50 pe movement of the pendulum causes serve fund of the federation at the
dest fought battles
witnessed in day up. Send for booklet Harry F two small valves to open which makes present time is believed to amount'
western part part of the state last
either a miniature tank of compressed to $10,000,000 or more. What the
Stlmson, manager.
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miners are capable of when they get
their backs to the wall was shown in
1893, when 250,000 of them laid down
their picks and shovels and remained
in Idleness for 17 weeks rather than
submit to a 25 per cent reduction iu
their wages, although they had noth
ing like the accumulated funds they
have now.
The demand of the men for a minimum wage Is practically the sole
point at issue. Agreement on all oth
er issues has been deemed possible
from the start, but agreement on the
question of a minimum wage, which
has now entirely displaced .ill other
demands, appears very improbable.
The mine owners are a unit in their
opposition to the establishment o a
minimum wage. They argue that it
would be manifestly unjust to ask an
employer to pay a minimum wage to a
man irrespectively of his ability or
.lav's
disposition to perform
work.
The truth of the mne owner-- : contention In regards to the injusri e of
the minimum wage is acknowledged
a measure by the miners, and in
tliis is to be found the on ray of
hope that a general strike may he
averted. The miners have sug?es:cd
the setting up of a board or commission in each district for dealing with
exceptional cases, such as those of
men whose age or infirmities dis
an
qualify them from performing
average day's labor and who there-formight be employed at a wage
below the established minimum.
The germ of a possible compromise lies in this suggestion from the
miners, and when the board of trade
steps in as a mediator for, judging
from the present outlook, it seems unlikely the two sides will come together again of their own accord there
will be at least one definite suggestion for the men to go upon.
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FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

Order These Brands And You will be

Flavor and Quality

Delighted With Their

'
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)

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress' flour
-

tKe answer to
every Baking Problem.

It's

Finer-Whit- er

and More Uniform.
Made by LARABEES

Famous

GERMAN

'A ROGERS
COUPON

PROCESS.

silverware:
SACK.

IN EVERY

Gross, Kelly

MANUFACTURING
CENTER
Las Vegas has become known as a
center of the new
manufacturing
state. Sabino Lujan Is a manufacNEW STYLES FOR OLD
turer of fine filigree jewelry. He
The latest shapes and fashions In
will make special designs to order
hats, styles, new and
large
assortment
a
he
has
although
large
and small, trimmed and untrlmmed.
in stock. Prices ;are right See Lujan,
Hats that make the old look young
'
Bridge street.
and the young attractive millinery

(8i

Co

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

that sets off the crowning charm of
feminnity and gives the wearer an
individuality' that becomes a personal asset. All this and more is realized bv the patrons of Mrs. Wallia,
milliner, on Sixth street.

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater

LAS VEGAS

THE HOflE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
M, M. PADGETT, Editor,

Sane Conservative And Well Edited.
The Optic is the Best
Daily in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

Delicious
as
The Fresh
From the
Garden

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

LAS VEGAS DAILY

OPTIC,

THURSDAY,

JANUARY
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PEWAUKE APPLES,
Large Size Fine to Cook
or Bake.

Ten lbs. for a Quarter.
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At the Lobby, of course.
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irrigation project north of Las Vegas
who has been ill and confined to his
room In the New Optic Hotel, is reported to be considerably Improved.
He was able to be out today.

has

re-

January

20.

Hector Lujan, Dan Burke and Arthur Nelson, the three lads who left
of
in search
home yesterday
wealth and adventure were located
this morning at Lamy by Mateo Lu
jan, father of the Lujan boy. Eugene
Lujan, brother of Hector, traced the
boys out of Las Vegas south yester
day and, telegrapbjing to his father
who was in Santa Fe. notified him
of the direction taken by the lads.
Mr. Lujan went to Lamy and found
the boys there this morning. Accord
ing to the story that reached Las Ve
gas today the boys walked most of
the way to Lamy and were tired out
and ready to return home. Mr. Lujan
took his son with him to Santa Fe
and will send him to St. Michael's
College in the Capital City. The other boys will be brought home this
evening by their parents.

Rev. Dr. Piper
of Philadelphia announcing his ac
cepcance of the pastorate of the congregation. Dr. Piper expects to arrive in Las Vegas February 1 and
will preach his first sermon on the
following
ecening. Dr. Piper is a
well known rabbi in Philadelphia. He
is an English and Hebrew scholar oi
great ability and will be a welcome

TAKE

THE

Belfast, Ireland, Jan. 18. Fifty
thousand women members of the Ul
ster Unionists' associations today issued a fiery manifesto to their sisters
in Great Britain to aid them in de
feating the home rule bill.

CANNED FRUITS

MORRIS fi FTER A . OGA.
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 18. Congress
man George W. Norris, insurgent

16.50

leader, entered the race for the Unit
ed States senatorshlp with Norris
Brown today when he filed his application for a place on the republican
primary ballot.

13.50

STEPHENSON CLEARED
Washington, Jan. 18. The Hey-bur- n
which has been
investigating the election of Senator Isaac Stephenson of Wisconsin,
today unanimously agreed on a report
which holds that the charges of corruption and bribery made against
Senator Stephenson have not been
The report will be made to
proved.
the senate committee on privileges
and elections.

AND

CANNOT BE BEAT

way.
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Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

If it may be teimed

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

include

Appetizing
...JUST TRY THEM...

We Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable.
t
9
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TRY US ONCE.
PHONE NOW

CONVICT

a scieBce

must

a means of presenting the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

STEARNS
GROCER.

We Have Just Brought Over a Fresh Lot of Those Beautiful

CYCLAMEN.
When in Need of a Nice Present jet one of These

50c. 75c. $1.00. $1.25
507 Sixth Street

PERRY ONION & SON

Phone Main 462

13.35
12.00
11.00
10.00

9.00
8.35

$30

ET us tell you Abour
our low Flat Rate

in your Window, let it bring
you good returns by having
it well lighted.
Customer

FOR RENT Five room modern
brick cottage. Inquire 519 Washington avenue.

W. P. Southard

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,
99

Want
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BY

Get my Prices

Before
Buying Elsewhere
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(The Coffee Mas.)

9
9

9
9
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
test opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
succests.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
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9999999

To The People

M

9
9
9

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

9
9

Buying for Cash

617 Douglas

15.00

KILLED.

Come and

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

81

H.

16.65

Window Lighting. You paj
big rent for that small space

life.

Want to ave money
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Foss came to the state house today
from his home in Jamaica Plains, ha
was guarded by detectives and plain
clothes men watched the corridors
during the day for the possible appearance of Black Hand agents said
to have designs on the governor's

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
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and

"
"
"

I

9
9
9

you'll never go back to the

"

18.35

GREENBERGER

9
9
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"

20.00

No Suit Marked Higher Than

9
9
9
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GOVERNOR FEARS BLACK HAND
Boston, Jan. 18. When Governor

ESCAPING

NOW

"
"
"
"

'

12.50

SENATOR

If you make it

u

"

15.00

9

LAS VEGAS STEAM

SUITS

18.00
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30.00
27.50
25.00
22.50
20.00

ACTION.

"MAKE PEACE"

CRMF

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

addition to the scholarly circles o.
Las Vegas. He was highly recommended to the local congregation, the
members of which are gratified in being able to secure so gifted a rabbi.
WOMEN

PER CENT DISCOUNT

1- -3

ON MEN'S

9

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

HE
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Cheyenne, Wyo., Jan. 18. Jesse
Munn and Jay Maddick, Colorado conDListrict Attorney Charles W. G. victs who escaped from a trusty
handles
and
the
tested
Ward
heavy
today notified C. W. Summerlin gang at Fort Collins Monday, were
oughly
traffic over the mountains in fine and J. M. Smith, bondsmen for C. surrounded by a sheriff's posse from
Fort Collins today near Hermcsa)
style. Engineer Jack Lowte has been W. Wilkes, who assaulted "Frenchy
assigned to this engine and is pull Forten with a knife - short time be- Wyo. A battle followed in which
ing the trains into Las Vegas and Al- fore Christmas, that the bond hac Munn was killed. The posse was
buquerque right on the dot. Several been forfeited. Wilkes was arrestee headed by Deputy Sheriff Brown of
more locomotives of the 1300 type after the fight and was released upon Fort Collins, and the chase has conare soon to be put Into service on $200 bond. He disappeared almost tinued for three days.
this division.
simultaneously with nis release from
&
jail. The fight occurred In the sa- LITTLETON TO QUIT CONGRESS
avemuv
on
of
loon
Douglas
MR. POLICYHOLDER.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Jan. 18. Con
Dear Sir. Our insurance advice is Smith is the proprietor. It was as- gressman Martin W. Littleton of the
ree to you. It may be of value to serted at the time that Forten was
First New York district will quit con
you. You pay money willingly jor nre the aggressor and that Wilkes use. gress and resume the practice of law
his knife in self defense. Wilkes It
insurance.
after his present term expires. Mr.
Our advice tends to warrant not a health seeker. He is said to have
Littleton
made the announcement
spending your money in vain. Ask us feared that he would be sent to pris- here today.
on
his
have
in
which wpuld,
about
opinion,
resulted in his death., Forten, who
"A Better Protection
STRIKE NEARING END.
was painfully cut about the neck and
at the same expense"
Lawrence, Mass., Jan. IS An early
CUTLER BROS.
head, has recovered from his wounds.
of the strike of the 15,000
settlement
124.
Tel. Main
614 Lincoln Ave.
textile mill workers in this city was
looked for today by officials who
have assumed conciliatory functions.
The strikers insist on the abolition
of the bonus and premium system
CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
and it Is said that mill owners may
concede this point. The demand is for
TO LAUNDRY DAY
double payment of 56 hours wages
for the 54 hours work which is alEVAPORATED
lowed under the new law.

the

new passenger engine
in service between here and Albu
querque, has by this time been thor-

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
to

Henry Necker, engineer In the em
ploy of the Camfleld company on the

No. 1309,

COAL AMD WOOD

un-

Kretzschmar, from the
Pedro Chacon, the Mexican wizard
at the Old Town picture show, Thurs- Lutheran church of Optimo, N. M.,
will come tq this city next Sunday
day, Friday and Saturday nights.
and conduct a German service in the
Don't miss this act
Presbyterian church on Sunday even-- ,
Miss
as
Genevieve MaJoney
Carew, ing at 7:30 o'clock.
the principal of the school in the
The Baptist Young People's Union
operetta, "The American Girl," will
soprove one of the hits of the evening. will entertain the other church
in
the
cieties
of
Las
parlors
Vegas
19.
January
of the Y. M. C. A. this evening. A
The Santa Fe trains' De Luxe Nob. fine literary and musical program has
19 and 20, both passed through Las been arranged and there will be a
Vegas this morning running on sched- good time for all. The young people
ule time. The snows in Kansas, of Las Vegas are invited.
though they may tie up the other
trains for several hours, do not
The Kt. Rev. Cameron Mann, bishop
bother these two trains. According of North Dakota, who has temporary
to schedule these trains pass at charge of the missionary district of
New Mexico of the Episcopal church,
Springer.
will be a speaker at the Normal UniThe most pleasant evening that versity tomorrow morning at 11:15
you will ever spend will be at tne o'clock at chapeL The public is inopera house on January 19, when you vited to be present.
witness the operetta, "The American

day.

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

-

Rev. P.

According to word received in Las
Vegas this morning F. H. Pierce,
secretary of the Agua Pura company,
who was taken ill in La Junta, Colo.,
several days ago and threatened with
pneumonio, is reported to be considerably improved, it is thought
that, accompanied by Mrs. Pierce and
son Frederick, Mr. Pierce will be
table to return to Las Vegas Satur

Las Vegas, New Mexico

Chall has been postponed
til a later date.

O. K.

The Baptist Ladies' Aid society
Try a dram of Old Taylor Douruou
will nold a bakery sale of apple,
ai ibe Opera Bar.
cherry and pumpkin pies, takes, salat the
Finch a Golden Wedding Rye, aged ads and home made candy
Coors building, Saturday afternoon,
In
wood.

Girl."

MITE

Congregation Monteflore

b Kith scheduled for tonight in the ceived a message from

SNAP

A

18, U12.
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JULIUS GRAAF PASSES
PEACEFULLY

AWAY

RESIDENT OF LAS VEGAS WAS RESPECTED BY EN-

PIONEER

TIRE COMMUNITY

and Manuel Graaf.
He was a
native of Germany, having been
born in Hamburg 67 years ago. Since
coming to Las Vegas 35 years ago
he has been a merchant and grocer.
He entered Into partnership
with
Thomas W. Hayward in the grocery
business ten years ago and these two
men have been associated in business from that time to the present.
Mr. Graaf was a member of the
Las Vegas Lodge No. 1 I. O. O. F. an
an influential member of Congregation Monteflore. The funeral servlcea
will occur Sunday afternoon at 2
o'clock from Tempfe2 Monteflore
on National avenue and the burial
will be made in the Jewish cemetery.
The services at the home wffll be
held according to the rites of the
Jewish church and the Odd Fellows
will officiate at the grave.

After a long Illness, Julius Graaf,
one of the pioneers of the southwest
and a resident of Las Vegas for the
past 35 years, passed away this afternoon at 1:15 o'clock at the Las Vegas hospital. For oVeV'a year Mr.
Graaf had been in poor health and a
week ago was removed to the hospital that he might receive the best
of care. In the past week he has
grown gradually weaker and though
there have been times when hopes for
liis recovery have been maintained by
bis physicians bis chances for life
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
have been small as his constitution
seemed completely broken down.
Mr. Graaf is survived by a widow FOR SALE One red horse to highest bidder at City Hall Saturday at!
and two sons, Joe and Jake Graaf,
10 o'clock.
and by two grandchildren, Helen

1

